Continuous Security Testing

WE USE PENETRATION TESTING TECHNIQUES TO CONTINUOUSLY ASSESS YOUR EXTERNAL RISK PROFILE ALERTING YOU TO CHANGES ON YOUR ATTACK SURFACE OR THE THREAT LANDSCAPE

THE PROBLEM

Traditional cybersecurity approaches such as penetration testing are often only conducted annually – but, that is not in-line with the way that systems and applications are developed. Regular changes and updates can introduce risks faster than those methods can detect.

Modern organisations are constantly making small changes and improvements to their systems. – and keeping everything up-to-date and locked down is a fundamental part of cybersecurity, but issues may be missed and risk may unintentionally be introduced to your systems.

OUR SOLUTION

Akimbo Core offers “Always-on” Security Testing, through our Continuous Security Testing service. This is a modern approach to cybersecurity that offers the benefits of penetration testing but is more effective as it is constantly active.

State of the Union
A dashboard shows the current security stance of your organisation, including outstanding issues as well as the ongoing security testing work conducted.

Attack Surface Monitoring
New systems are highlighted within the dashboard to ensure they’re not missed from the testing scope.

Vulnerability Alerts
High risk issues cause vulnerability alerts so you don't miss critical vulnerabilities or weaknesses. These can be configured to your desired threshold.
Our Solution

Akimbo Core offers “Always-on” Security Testing, through our Continuous Security Testing service. This is a modern approach to cybersecurity that offers the benefits of penetration testing but is more effective as it is constantly active.

We apply human intelligence to the complex aspects of the task and develop application-specific automation for the repetitive parts. This allows us to test far more frequently and much more efficiently when compared to traditional penetration testing.

We provide information about your security stance through an online platform, available 24/7, that allows you to view the security testing that's taking place and to see your organisation's current level of risk.

Our Platform

Regardless of the type of security assessment requested, we continuously update your view of your organisation’s risk via our web platform.

You can view vulnerabilities as soon as they are confirmed. You can communicate directly with the testing team – such as to request additional information or to request a retest of a remediated issue.

You can view a high-level report of the state of your systems, ideal for management meetings – or you can drill down into the technical detail needed to remediate a complex issue.

OUR APPROACH

Akimbo Core began working in 2019, to address the weaknesses in the traditional approach to security testing. With companies relying on approaches that lead to a long mean-time-to-detection and that don’t take the whole organisational context into account — we wanted to do something different.

That’s why we take a platform-first approach to security and continuous security testing.